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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE No.2 
SONITPUR :: TEZPUR 

 
Sessions Case No. 112 of 2011 

Under section 366/376(1)/34/109 I.P.C 
(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 226/2010) 

 
State of Assam 

–Vs– 
                              (1) Md. Siddique Ali @ Kharaulla 

           (2) Abdul Rahman 

              (3) Md. Harun Rasid 

           (4) Musst Ajida Begum          ...Accused 

 
 

Present 
Ms. A. Ajitsaria, AJS, 

Addl. Sessions Judge No.2, Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 

Date of Evidence    :    3.3.2016, 20.4.2016, 16.6.2016,  
           17.6.2016 
Date of Argument   :    8.07.2016 
Date of Judgment   :    8.07.2016 
 
 
For the State          :  Sri Khemraj Adhikary, Addl Public Prosecutor. 
 
For the accused       
Siddique Ali :  Sri R.R. Kalita, Legal Aid Counsel 
 
For other accused :  Sri A. Aziz, Advocate 

 

J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in a nutshell, is that Md. Jaharuddin lodged a 

complaint on 19.1.2010 before the Ld Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tezpur 

stating, inter alia, that accused persons, namely, Md. Rahman Ali, Musst. Ajida 

Khatun, Md. Habibullah, Kharaulla Idrish and Md. Harun Master @ Rasid 

conspired and kidnapped her younger sister, “X” and sold her off to accused 

Siddique Ali @ Kharaulla, for which he paid the other accused persons Rs. 

25,000/-. The same was registered as Dhekiajuli Police Station Case No. 

44/10.  
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2. After due investigation, charge-sheet was submitted only against the 

accused person, namely, Md. Siddique Ali @ Kharaulla under section 366(A) 

IPC and accused Abdul Rahman, Md. Harun Rasid and Musstt. Ajida Begum 

were shown as suspects and were not arrested.  

 

3. The accused, Md. Siddique Ali @ Kharulla entered appearance and 

after observing necessary formalities, the offence being Sessions triable, was 

committed to the Court of Sessions for trial by the learned Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur.   

 

4. After hearing both sides and on perusal of the police report furnished 

u/s 173 of the CrPC, formal charge u/s 366/376(1) IPC was framed against 

accused, read over and explained to the accused Md. Siddique Ali @ Kharulla, 

to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. Subsequently, during 

trial when “X” implicated Abdul Rahman, Hazida Begum and Md. Harul Rashid, 

the said three persons were arraigned as accused, charge framed against 

them u/s 366/376 (1)/34/109 and de-novo trial began against all the four 

accused persons.  

 

5. In support of the case, the prosecution examined four witnesses and 

defence examined none. The plea of defence is of total denial.  

 

6. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the accused person was 

examined u/s 313 of the CrPC. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

 

(i) Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of common intention, 

kidnapped X ? 
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(ii) Whether the accused, Md. Siddique Ali @ Kharulla committed forceful 

penetrative intercourse with X and whether the other three accused 

persons abetted in the said act ? 

 

 

7. I have carefully examined the evidence on record and heard 

arguments of both sides. 

 

DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF 

 

8.  PW- 1, X deposed that all the accused persons were known to her. PW 

1 stated that about six years back, she was in her father’s house on the date 

of occurrence at Borsola and as it was cold, at about 8 PM, she was near the 

fire. PW 1 stated that Rahman’s wife, Ajida came and asked her to go to her 

house and thus she went to her house, where Harun and Rahman were 

present. PW 1 stated that Harun caught her hand, Rahman and Ajida gagged 

her mouth with a cloth. PW 1 stated that Siddique was sitting in a car with a 

driver, on the road. PW 1 stated that Kharaulla Siddique then gave money to 

Harun and Rahman. PW 1 stated that then Siddique took her away in the car, 

to his sister’s house at Mayeng, it was about 3 PM at night and she was given 

to have tea. PW 1 stated that they all had tea and then she slept there with 

Siddique’s sister. PW 1 stated that Siddique was sleeping on another bed in 

the same room. PW 1 stated that next day she told Siddique that she would 

go home to her parent’s house, hearing which, Siddique threatened her. PW 1 

stated that Siddique kept his niece as a guard to watch him. PW 1 stated that 

Siddique told her that nikah would take place at night. PW 1 stated that she 

resisted, but Siddique forcibly made her enter into nikah/marriage. PW 1 

stated that Siddique partitioned the room with a cloth and he committed 

forcible sexual intercourse with her and that he forcibly slept with her on the 

same bed. PW 1 stated that next day in the morning, she took bath and 

Siddique went to the market. PW 1 stated that after taking bath, she lay on 

bed; Siddique returned at 3 Pm in the afternoon and he again wanted to 
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forcibly have sexual intercourse with her but she did not allow the same. PW 1 

stated that again at night, Siddique committed forcible sexual intercourse with 

her and when she wanted to get up from bed, he slapped her twice. PW 1 

stated that she called Siddique’s sister, but she did not come. PW 1 stated 

that Siddique kept her in his sister’s house for one month, whereafter, he 

brought her to his own house at Tezpur and asked her to stay with his earlier 

wife, at Tezpur. PW 1 stated that next day, police came to Siddique’s house 

and took both of them to the police station. PW 1 stated that she was sent for 

medical examination and forwarded to the Court, where her statement (Ext 1) 

was recorded. 

 

9. In cross-examination by Ld Counsel for the accused Siddique, PW 1 

stated that police had enquired from her and she had narrated before the 

police about the occurrence. PW 1 stated that she had stated before the IO 

that “she got married to Asar Ali about 8 months back, there were differences 

with him and that she was not happy; that Asar Ali was impotent and that she 

did not have any sexual intercourse with him, he was ill and that was the 

reason she had come to her parents house, she met Kharaulla Siddique and 

had told him that she would not return to her earlier husband’s house and 

then when he had proposed to marry her, she had accepted the same.” PW 1 

admitted that she had stated before the IO that: “both Siddique and she had 

agreed and accordingly on 3.1.2010 at 8 PM, Ajida Khatun’s husband Rahman 

Ali came to their house and he called her on the road and made her meet 

Siddique and as per their earlier arrangement, she eloped with Kharaulla and 

he had not forcibly taken away/kidnapped her and no one else was connected 

with the occurrence”. PW 1 stated before the IO, she had not stated the 

entire story which she had stated in her evidence in the Court. PW 1 denied 

the suggestion that she had voluntarily eloped with accused Siddique and that 

she had created an entirely new story in the Court and falsely implicated 

accused, Siddique.  
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10.  In cross examination by Ld counsel for the other accused persons, PW 

1 stated that her brother, Johor Ali’s house and uncle’s house were near her 

father’s house; Rahman and Ajida’s house too were near her house.  PW 1 

stated that Harun Rashid’s house was about 3-4 houses away. PW 1 stated 

that her brothers and others were there in the house. PW 1 stated that 

because Ajida used to frequent their house, when she/Ajida had gone to her 

house, she had not raised hue and cry. PW 1 stated that she could not raise 

hue and cry as her mouth was gagged. PW 1 stated that she was in Mayeng 

for one month. PW 1 stated that during her stay at Mayeng in the house of 

the accused Siddique, she had complained to the Bhani Jawai of accused 

Siddique but they had not taken any action. PW 1 stated that complaint 

petition was lodged by her brother on 19.1.2010, where date of occurrence 

was mentioned as 4.1.2010. PW 1 stated that Siddique brought her/PW 1 to 

his own house after a month. PW 1 stated that when she was married with 

Siddique, she did not know that he was a married person. PW 1 further stated 

that Siddique used to visit the house of Sukur Ali, their neighbour/ elder 

brother of Rahman and then too she used to meet him. PW 1 stated that 

police had taken PW 1 and Siddique to the police station. PW 1 stated that no 

one tutored her/PW 1 before her statement was recorded by the Magistrate. 

PW 1 stated that she was brought in an Indica car in which driver was 

present, from Mayeng to Tezpur by the accused Siddique, however, she had 

not raised hue and cry. PW 1 stated that she had not informed any person 

near the house of Siddique that he had forcibly taken her. PW 1 stated that in 

the morning, police had immediately taken PW 1 to the police station, where 

her statement was recorded. PW 1 stated that Harun Rashid was a school 

teacher. PW 1 stated that she did not have visiting terms with him. PW 1 

denied the suggestion that she had eloped with Siddique and later, when she 

had seen that he had a first wife, she started raising fingers at him and 

concocted and made false allegations against him; that Siddique had not given 

any cash to Harun and Rahman and that she had falsely deposed in this 

regard. PW 1 stated that a case was lodged by Ajida against her brothers and 

other family members. PW 1 denied the suggestion that Harun, Ajida and 
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Rahman were in no way related to the instant case and she herself had 

eloped with Siddique; that Siddique had not forcibly taken her away, had not 

committed forceful sexual intercourse with her and that she had deposed 

falsely in the Court.  

11. PW- 2, Johoruddin deposed that occurrence was of more than 5 years 

back, he was at Nagaon at the relevant time. PW 2 stated that when he 

returned, his mother informed him that Ajida Khatoon had come to their 

house, sought some rice and after her mother had given rice to Ajida, she 

asked X, his younger sister to go with her and accordingly X went to the 

house of Ajida. PW 2 stated that his mother further informed him that there, 

X’s mouth was closed and she was given to Siddique. PW 2 stated that he 

thus filed a complaint petition (Ext 2) which was treated as FIR. PW 2 stated 

that about a month later, Siddique and X were recovered by the police and he 

was informed about the same. PW 2 stated that on enquiry, his sister X 

informed him that Siddque had forcibly kept her at Mayeng, Nagaon and had 

forcibly committed sexual intercourse with her. PW 2 stated that X’s statement 

was recorded in the Court, she was sent for medical examination, later given 

in his custody.  

12. In cross examination, PW 2 stated that he had given a case against all 

the accused persons. PW 2 stated that the complaint given by him/PW 2 in 

the police station was not on record of the instant case. PW 2 stated that his 

knowledge about the occurrence was based on what was informed to him by 

his mother, since at the time of occurrence, he was at Nagaon. PW 2 stated 

that before the occurrence, X was earlier married to Azar and that  she/X had 

not married again after the occurrence. PW 2 stated that house of the 

accused persons were near his house and they had visiting terms since before 

the occurrence. PW 2 stated that Siddique used to reside in the house of 

Rahman and he had not known him before the occurrence. PW 2 stated that 

Ahmed, Md. Ali, Saiful resided near his house and they too knew about the 

occurrence. PW 2 further stated that he had not informed the gaonbura about 

the occurrence. PW 2 stated that since he was not at home, he did not know 
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how the occurrence had taken place. PW 2 stated that after a month, when X 

was recovered, she had informed him about the occurrence. PW 2 stated that 

he had not visited Mayeng, Nagaon in search of his sister. PW 2 denied the 

suggestion that X returned after 2 ½ months. PW 2 stated that his mother, 

Salema who informed him about the occurrence first, was still alive. PW 2 

denied the suggestion that he had not stated before the IO that; “X informed 

him that Siddique had kept her in Mayeng, Nagaon and had committed 

forcible sexual intercourse with her.”  PW 2 stated that Ajida had given a case 

against Moijuddin, Amiruddin, Mohoruddin, Raijuddin and Gulzar Hussain, 

before the complaint lodged by him and the trial of the said case was in 

progress. PW 2 denied the suggestion that X had not been abducted by the 

accused persons; that Siddique had not taken her forcibly and that he had 

deposed falsely; that in his earlier deposition, he had stated that X remarried 

after the occurrence. PW 2 denied the suggestion that X had left her first 

husband and returned to his house and later, she being in love with accused 

Siddique, had voluntarily gone with the said accused; that the police had not 

informed him about the recovery of X and that when X had seen the first wife 

of Siddique in the house of Siddique, she left his house and returned to his 

house. PW 2 denied the suggestion that the other accused persons, Harun, 

Ajida and Abdul Rahman were not involved in the instant case and he had 

falsely implicated them to harass them.  

13. PW- 3, Jaitun Nessa deposed that X was his daughter; occurrence was 

of 6 years back. At about 9 PM, Azida had come to their house and sought 

some rice from her. PW 3 stated that she gave Azida rice, whereafter Azida 

took her daughter/X to her house. PW 3 stated that accused Kharaulla 

Siddique, Rahman, Azida and Harun sent her daughter with Kharaulla. PW 3 

stated that her son, Johoruddin went to enquire from the accused persons 

and then the accused persons assaulted his son. PW 3 stated that then they 

learnt that Siddique had taken X to Mayeng, Nagaon. PW 3 stated that after 

one month Dhekiajuli Police recovered X and she went and met X at Dhekiajuli 

PS, whereupon X informed her that the accused Rahman, Azida and Harun 
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had gagged her mouth and put her in the vehicle, that Siddique had taken her 

away and done “beya kaam” with her. 

14. In cross examination, PW 3 stated that the house of the accused was 

near her house and before the occurrence, they had visiting terms with the 

accused. PW 3 stated that she had earlier too, come to this Court in context 

with the instant case and deposed. PW 3 denied the suggestion that she had 

not stated what she had earlier deposed in the Court as a witness. PW 3 

stated that the occurrence had taken place at about 10 PM and on the said 

date, she and X were there at home, no one else was present. PW 3 stated 

that she had not gone to the house of Azida with X and had not witnessed the 

occurrence. PW 3 further stated that X had come and informed them about 

the occurrence. PW 3 stated that police had recorded her statement. PW 3 

denied the suggestion that she had not stated before the police that the 

accused persons gagged X and put her in a vehicle; that after one month X 

told her in the police station that “the accused Rahman, Azida and Harun 

gagged her mouth and put her in the vehicle and Siddique had taken her 

away and that Siddique had done “beya kaam” with her.” PW 3 denied the 

suggestion that she had not stated before the police that when Johoruddin 

went to enquire, the accused persons assaulted him; that her sons Moizuddin, 

Amiruddin, Raisuddin etc called Azida and Rahman, enquired and assaulted 

them. PW 3 stated that X was married once with Baharuddin and they resided 

together as husband and wife for one month and that X had come as guest to 

her house and then she had not gone back. PW 3 further stated that 

Baharuddin had not given any case. PW 3 stated that after recovery of her 

daughter, Johoruddin had given a case. PW 3 denied the suggestion that X 

had not informed her that the accused persons had gagged them; that she 

was taken to Mayeng and Siddique did beya kaam with her. PW 3 stated that 

Azida had given a case against Moizuddin, Amiruddin, Riazuddin and Gulzar 

Hussain for assaulting her and the same was pending trial. PW 3 denied the 

suggestion that X was not kidnapped by the accused persons; that X had 

voluntarily left home and eloped; that she had deposed differently at different 

times. 
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15. PW-4, Dr. Palash Moni Keot deposed that on 1.3.2010, he examined 

X, in connection with Dhekiajuli PS Case No. 44/10 and found her “gait to be 

normal, secondary sexual characters in developing stage. PW 4 stated that no 

mark of violence or injury was seen on any part of her body. PW 4 stated that 

vulva, vagina, auxiliary and public hair well developed and hymen was absent. 

PW 4 stated that vaginal smear for spermatozoa was taken; cervix firm, 

uterus was normal in size.” PW 4 stated that vaginal smear for spermatozoa 

report showed no spermatozoa. PW 4 stated that urine for pregnancy test was 

advised, but the report was not submitted. PW 4 stated that report of Ultra-

sonography of Pelvis showed non-gravid uterus and gave normal result. PW 4 

stated that X-ray report showed union of epiphysis of the lower ends of left 

radius and ulna were not yet complete. PW 4 stated that all epiphysis of the 

bones around left elbow joint had fused with their respective shafts; epiphysis 

of the iliac crest had appeared but not yet fused. PW 4 stated that age of the 

person under investigation, was below 18 years. PW 4 opined that X had no 

sign and symptoms of recent sexual intercourse and she was not pregnant at 

the time of examination, she had no injury mark on any part of the body, and 

the girl was below 18 years of age. PW 4 exhibited the medical report along 

with all enclosures as Ext 3. In cross examination, PW 4 stated that the 

medical opinion with regard to the age of the person could be plus or minus, 2 

years.   

16. In the instant case, accused persons are facing trial for having 

kidnapped, “X” on 4.1.2010. Accused Siddique Ali @ Kharaulla is facing 

additional charge for having committed penetrative forcible sexual intercourse 

within the meaning of Sec. 376 (1) IPC upon “X” and the other accused 

persons for having abetted the same. PW 1 is the alleged victim woman (“X”) 

who has stated that on the night on occurrence at about 8 PM, accused, Ajida 

came to their house and took her to her/Ajida’s house where, her husband 

Abdul Rahman and the other accused Harun Rashid were present. X further 

stated that her mouth was gagged, she was lifted in a vehicle and given to 

accused, Siddique Ali who, in turn, paid. It is the further story of “X” that 

accused Siddique Ali had taken her to Mayeng, where they resided in his 
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sister’s house and subsequently he forcibly performed “Nikha” with her and 

subjected her to forcible sexual intercourse. “X” has further stated that after 

one month, the accused Siddique Ali brought her to his own house at Tezpur 

from where, police recovered both of them.  

 

17. Close security of the evidence on record reveals that the defence has 

successfully elicited from “X” that she had, because of her earlier failed 

marriage, voluntarily eloped with accused Siddique Ali and accepted his 

proposal of marriage. “X” has further admitted that during her one month stay 

at Mayeng she had not complained before any forum; neither to her 

neighbours nor to the community nor to the police, inspite of the fact that she 

had, during the said period of stay at Mayeng, she had visited the house of 

her neighbours.   

 

18. PW 2, brother of “X” was informed about the occurrence by his 

mother/PW 3. PW 3, mother of “X” admitted that she had not gone to the 

house of Ajida on the night of occurrence and her version was based on what 

X had informed her after her recovery. Both PW 2 and PW 3 have admitted 

that Ajida had lodged an FIR against the brothers of “X” alleging assault on 

their part, on the night of occurrence and the same is pending trial.  

 

19. From the recapitulation from the evidence, it is seen that the 

prosecution story rests solely on the evidence of “X”. Admittedly, complaint 

was lodged on 4.1.2010, that is, about a month after “X” had allegedly gone 

missing. There is no explanation with regard to the same by any of the 

prosecution witnesses. Again, admittedly, “X’s earlier marriage had failed. The 

age determination by PW 4, thus has to be considered in the light of the fact 

that X was previously married and had left her earlier husband and was, at 

the time of occurrence, in the house of PW 2/PW 3. The latter indicates that X 

was mature and had the capacity to understand the consequence of her acts.  
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20. That “X” neither lodged a complaint nor resisted the acts of the 

accused Siddique Ali for the entire period of one month when  she was in 

Mayeng with him, is enough to show the voluntariness on the part of “X”. The 

silence on the part of the family members for a month before reporting the 

matter, too speaks for itself. In the said back drop, it is seen that “X” cannot 

be held to be trustworthy. Conclusion of guilt of accused Siddique, solely on 

the basis of the evidence of “X”, therefore, cannot be reached. The same also 

holds good in respect of the culpability of the other three accused persons, in 

respect of the alleged abduction of X. Having concluded that no element of 

forcible penetrative sexual intercourse by accused Siddique is available on 

record, the charge of the other three accused persons, abetting the same too 

falls. 

 

21. In view of the discussion aforesaid, this Court holds that the 

prosecution has failed to prove its case beyond reasonable doubt. The 

accused person, (i) Md. Siddique Ali @ Kharulla is held not guilty of the 

offence charged and, as such, he is acquitted of the charge u/s 366/376 (1) 

I.P.C and set at liberty forthwith. Accused persons, (ii) Abdul Rahman, (iii) Md. 

Harun Rasid and (iv) Musstt Ajida Begum are also held not guilty of the 

offence charged and, as such, they are acquitted of the charge u/s 366/376 

(1)/34/109 I.P.C and set at liberty forthwith. 

 

22. Considering the facts of the instant case, this matter is not referred 

to District Legal Services Authority for granting compensation u/s 357A Cr.P.C.  

 

23. Send a copy of the order to Learned District Magistrate, Sonitpur u/s 

365 Cr. P.C.   

 The judgment is signed, sealed and pronounced in open court, in the 

presence of both sides, on this the 8th day of July, 2016.                

     

     Additional Sessions Judge No. 2, 
                Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A N N E X U R E 

 

1. Witnesses for Prosecution  

 P.W. 1: X 

 P.W. 2: Md. Johoruddin  

 P.W. 3: Jaitun Nessa 

 P.W. 4:  Dr. Palash Moni Keot 

  

2. Witnesses for Defence: NIL 

3. Court Witnesses:  NIL  

4. Prosecution Exhibits:  

 Ext. 1: Statement of X  

 Ext. 2: FIR 

 Ext. 3: Medical Reports   

5. Defence Exhibits : NIL 

6. Material Exhibits: NIL 

 

Addl. Sessions Judge No.2 
                   Sonitpur, Tezpur 
  


